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S32G eMMC Application: GP RPMB 
Partition 

by John Li(nxa08200) 
 

At present, the eMMC startup of the BSP 
(BSP29) of the S32G is to put the U-Boot image in the 
user partition of the eMMC. You can consider 
configuring this partition where the boot image is 
stored as GP partition, so that the possibility of 
damage is less. Another way is to store U-Boot in 
external QSPI NOR.  

Since the current S32G2 Rom codes do not 
support booting from the eMMC Boot Partition, the 
content of the Boot Partition will be discussed if there 
is an updated chip support in the future.  

In addition, it will explain how to use the 
application of eMMC RPMB Partition.  

Usually, the burning of eMMC needs to be done 
through a burning tool. On S32G, it may be an FOTA 
upgrade through the network, so the following 
functions need to be implemented in the image of the 
burning tool. In this article, the official boot image is 
used to experimental. 
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1 eMMC’s Partition support 
Most eMMCs have partitions similar to the following, in which BOOT, RPMB and UDA generally 

exist by default, and GPP partitions need to be created manually. 

 

BOOT is mainly designed to support booting the system from eMMC; RPMB is the abbreviation of 
“Replay Protected Memory Block”, which is usually used to save the data of security control; GPP is 
mainly used to store system or user data. UDA is usually repartitioned, and then stores related data 
according to different purposes, or formatted into different file systems. Relatively speaking, so Boot 
partition, UDA is more common, RPMB is also used for saving passwords, GPP is less commonly used, 
and UDA is used instead in practice. 
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2 S32G+BSP29 default eMMC boot 

2.1 eMMC Hardware design 
Download the hardware design materials of the S32G RDB2 board, including the schematic, from the 

NXP public website www.nxp.com/s32g. The current schematic version of the S32G RDB2 board is 
S32G-VNP-RDB2-SCH-REV-D .pdf:SCH-47800, and the eMMC used is MTFC32GAPALBH-AAT. 
32GB eMMC5.1, the default is to work in DDR50 mode, IO level is 3.3V, if you need to work in HS400 
mode, you need to modify the software and IO level to 1.8V, please refer to the BSP user manual, or the 
document <<S32G_Uboot_BSP29_V3- 20210607.pdf>>, <<S32G_Kernel_V...pdf>>(Owner: JohnLi, 
Chinese Version), whether to use HS400 has nothing to do with this article, so this article is based on the 
default 3.3V, DDR50 mode test. 

 

S32G only supports one uSDHC port, so a switch between SDcard and eMMC is designed on the 
RDB2 board. Therefore, the overall image programming of eMMC in this article is to use SDcard to 
switch after startup. In practical applications, general customers use the network Online programming, no 
matter what method, programming the eMMC partition is the way to use Linux commands, so the essence 
remains unchanged, the switching circuit is as follows: 
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So by switching SW3, you can switch between SDcard and eMMC. 

Secondly, according to the S32G chip manual: 
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Therefore, to change from SDcard to start from eMMC, you need to change Boot_Cfg5 from 0 to 1. 
The reference schematic diagram is as follows: 

 

That is to say, if Sdcard is started, SW4_7=1. If eMMC is started, SW4_67=0b11. 

 Finally, pay attention to the Boot RCON configuration, the fuse Map is defined as follows: 

BOOT_CFG[23] BOOT_CFG[22] BOOT_CFG[21 BOOT_CFG[20] BOOT_CFG[19] 
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TDH : Time Hold Delay 
00: Data aligned at PosEdge 

of Internal reference clock 
01: Data aligned with 2X 

serial flash  

    

CKN 
0 : Diffrential 

Clock not 
required 

1: Diffrential 
Clock required 

    

  

  

SD Speed 
0 - Default 

Speed 
1 - High 
Speed 

  

MMC Boot Modes 
0000- 1-bit Normal Speed 
0001 - 4-bit Normal Speed  
0010 - 8-bit Normal Speed 
0011- 1-bit HIGH Speed 
0100 - 4-bit HIGH Speed  
0101 - 8-bit HIGH Speed 

0110 - 4-bit DDR HIGH Speed 
0111 - 8-bit DDR HIGHl Speed 

 Therefore, the default Boot_cfg[22~19] corresponding to SW6[7~4] default=0b0000, such a 1bit 
Normal Speed mode can be modified to SW6_7=off, SW6_654=on at most. Set to 8bit DDR High Speed 
mode. 

2.2 eMMC image burning method and boot  

This doc uses SDcard to start, and then writes the entire image to the User partition of eMMC through 
Uboot. Before, a U-boot with a special mark was placed in the rootfs of Sdcard. 

1. Burn the entire sdcard image to a blank sdcard: 

This article uses BSP29 to test and download its default demo image 
binaries_auto_linux_bsp29.0_s32g274_pfe/s32g274ardb2/fsl-image-auto-s32g274ardb2.sdcard, Use the 
following Linux command to burn to sdcard: 

cat /proc/partitions  

major minor  #blocks  name 

… 

   8       32   15558144 sdc 
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… 

sudo dd if=./fsl-image-auto-s32g274ardb2.sdcard of=/dev/sdc bs=1M && sync 

2. Export the image in the sdcard into a *.sdcard file. 

sudo fdisk /dev/sdc 

… 

Command (m for help): p 

       … 

Device     Boot Start   End Sectors Size Id Type 

/dev/sdc1         8192  139263  131072   64M  c W95 FAT32 (LBA) 

/dev/sdc2       139264 1081343  942080  460M 83 Linux     

 So the rootfs end location is sector 1081343. 

sudo dd if=/dev/sdc of=s32g_emmc.sdcard bs=512 count=1081349  //1081349  >1081343  export *.scard image 

 

3. Create a new ext3 partition on the sdcard: 

sudo fdisk /dev/sdc 

Command (m for help): p 

Disk /dev/sdc: 14.9 GiB, 15931539456 bytes, 31116288 sectors 

Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

Disklabel type: dos 

Disk identifier: 0xb89db51a 

 

Device     Boot  Start     End Sectors  Size Id Type 

/dev/sdc1         8192  139263  131072   64M  c W95 FAT32 (LBA) 

/dev/sdc2       139264 1081343  942080  460M 83 Linux 

 

Command (m for help): p 

Disk /dev/sdc: 14.9 GiB, 15931539456 bytes, 31116288 sectors 

Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

Disklabel type: dos 

Disk identifier: 0xb89db51a 
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Device     Boot  Start     End Sectors  Size Id Type 

/dev/sdc1         8192  139263  131072   64M  c W95 FAT32 (LBA) 

/dev/sdc2       139264 1081343  942080  460M 83 Linux 

 

Command (m for help): n 

Partition type 

   p   primary (2 primary, 0 extended, 2 free) 

   e   extended (container for logical partitions) 

Select (default p): p 

Partition number (3,4, default 3):  

First sector (2048-31116287, default 2048): 1081350 

Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G,T,P} (1081350-31116287, default 31116287): +1G 

 

Created a new partition 3 of type 'Linux' and of size 1024 MiB. 

 

Command (m for help): p 

Disk /dev/sdc: 14.9 GiB, 15931539456 bytes, 31116288 sectors 

Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

Disklabel type: dos 

Disk identifier: 0xb89db51a 

 

Device     Boot   Start     End Sectors  Size Id Type 

/dev/sdc1          8192  139263  131072   64M  c W95 FAT32 (LBA) 

/dev/sdc2        139264 1081343  942080  460M 83 Linux 

/dev/sdc3       1081350 3178495 2097146 1024M 83 Linux 

w 

remount: 

sudo mkfs.ext3 -L temp /dev/sdc3 

4. Put the exported image in this partition: 

remount: 

sudo cp s32g_emmc.sdcard /media/vmuser/temp/ 
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sync 

5. Start with sdcard, stop in uboot, and load *.sdcard on partition3 into memory: 

=> mmc part 

Partition Map for MMC device 0  --   Partition Type: DOS 

 

Part    Start Sector    Num Sectors     UUID            Type 

  1     8192            131072          b89db51a-01     0c 

  2     139264          942080          b89db51a-02     83 

  3     1081350         2097146         b89db51a-03     83 

ext4ls mmc 0:3 

<DIR>       4096 . 

<DIR>       4096 .. 

<DIR>      16384 lost+found 

       553651200 s32g_emmc.sdcard 

=> ext4load mmc 0:3 80080000 s32g_emmc.sdcard 

31467520 bytes read in 1386 ms (21.7 MiB/s) 

6. Dynamically switch SW3 to OFF, then the S32G switches to connect to eMMC. 

7. Write the *.sdcard in memory to eMMC: 

mmc rescan 

mmc write 80080000 0 e8000  

MMC write: dev # 0, block # 0, count 950272 ... 950272 blocks written: OK 

 

8. SW4 is set to 6,7 on=emmc boot, reboot: the system will boot from eMMC: 

U-Boot 2020.04+g61b2dc53d2 (May 26 2021 - 13:29:19 +0000) 

CPU: NXP S32G274A rev. 2.1.0 

Reset cause: Power-On Reset 

… 

[    1.939737] mmc0: SDHCI controller on 402f0000.usdhc [402f0000.usdhc] using ADMA 

[    2.042840] mmc0: new DDR MMC card at address 0001 

[    2.043589] mmcblk0: mmc0:0001 S0J57X 29.6 GiB //user partition 

[    2.043911] mmcblk0boot0: mmc0:0001 S0J57X partition 1 31.5 MiB //boot partition 

[    2.044227] mmcblk0boot1: mmc0:0001 S0J57X partition 2 31.5 MiB 

[    2.044385] mmcblk0rpmb: mmc0:0001 S0J57X partition 3 4.00 MiB, chardev (243:0) //rpmb partition 

[    2.045976]  mmcblk0: p1 p2 
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… 

root@s32g274ardb2:/home# ls 

root  u-boot.s32 

2.3 Add MMC kernel test tools in rootfs 

mmc utils: The mmc utils tool is required to configure the mmc boot device, but the S32G BSP29 is 
not installed. The yocto installation steps are as follows: 

1. Find out whether yocto has a corresponding tool and version information: 
~/bsp29/fsl-auto-yocto-bsp/build_s32g274ardb2$ bitbake -s | grep mmc 
mmc-utils                           :0.1+gitAUTOINC+73d6c59af8-r0    
2.Modify the compiled image object bb file: such 
as  ~/bsp29/fsl-auto-yocto-bsp/sources/meta-alb/recipes-fsl/images$ vim fsl-image-auto.bb  
3. Add tools 

 
You can also directly git down and compile standalone in the cross-compilation environment: 
git clone git://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/cjb/mmc-utils.git 
cd mmc-utils/ 
source ~bsp29/sdk/environment-setup-aarch64-fsl-linux 
make 

 Then put the generated mmc tools into eMMC, refer to Section 2.2. 

3 eMMC GP partition feature test 

3.1 eMMC GP partition feature 

eMMC provides General Purpose Partitions (GPP), which are mainly used to store system and 
application data. In many products that use eMMC, GPP is not enabled, because it is similar in function to 
UDA, and UDA can be used directly on the product to meet the needs. eMMC can support up to 4 GPPs, 
and the size of each GPP can be configured individually. After the GPAP configuration is defined, the 
starting address of each GPAP is 0x0. In the eMMC standard, two types of attributes are defined for GPP, 
Enhanced attribute and Extended attribute. Each GPP can set one of the two types of attributes, and 
multiple attributes cannot be set at the same time. 

 Enhanced attribute: Default, do not set to  Enhanced attribute: Enhanced storage media， set GPP to 
Enhanced storage media. 

In the eMMC standard, the effect of setting the Enhanced attribute on eMMC is not actually defined. 
The specific role of the Enhanced attribute is defined by the chip manufacturer. In actual products, after 
the Enhanced storage media is set, the storage medium of the partition is generally changed from MLC to 
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SLC to improve the read and write performance, lifespan and stability of the partition. Since the capacity 
of MLC is several times that of SLC under 1 storage unit, if the total number of storage units is constant, if 
the original partition of MLC is changed to SLC, the capacity of eMMC will be reduced, that is, at this 
time The actual total capacity of the eMMC will be slightly smaller than the nominal total capacity. 

 Extended attribute Default, do not set Extended attribute. 

System code, set GPP as the System code attribute, which is mainly used for the partition that stores 
the operating system class and is rarely updated by erasing.  

Non-Persistent, set GPP to the Non-Persistent attribute, which is mainly used for the partition where 
temporary data is stored, such as the partition where the tmp directory is located, the swap partition, etc. 

 In the eMMC standard, the effect of setting the Extended attribute on eMMC is also not defined. The 
specific role of the Extended attribute is defined by the chip manufacturer. Extended attribute is mainly 
related to the application scenarios of partitions, and manufacturers can do different optimization 
processing for partitions that do not use application scenarios. 

3.2 eMMC GP Partition feature test 

Since the officially launched image works on eMMC, it is inconvenient to create GP partitions 
directly on it, so the following code is a theoretical analysis, and the actual test needs to be implemented in 
the online burning tool image, such as booting with ramfs or network file system start up: 

 Test Command: 
./mmc gp create --help 
Usage: 
        mmc gp create <-y|-n|-c> <length KiB> <partition> <enh_attr> <ext_attr> <device> 
                Create general purpose partition for the <device>. 
                Dry-run only unless -y or -c is passed. 
                Use -c if more partitioning settings are still to come. 
                NOTE!  This is a one-time programmable (unreversible) change. 
                To set enhanced attribute to general partition being created set 
                 <enh_attr> to 1 else set it to 0. 
                To set extended attribute to general partition 
                 set <ext_attr> to 1,2 else set it to 0 
 Check the maximum size that can be enhanced: 
root@s32g274ardb2:/home# ./mmc extcsd read /dev/mmcblk0 |grep MAX_ENH_SIZE_MULT -A 1 
Max Enhanced Area Size [MAX_ENH_SIZE_MULT]: 0x000760 
 i.e. 15466496 KiB 
 
 Create two GP partitions 
Create gp2 
./mmc gp create -n 93888 2  1 0   /dev/mmcblk0 
Enhanced GP1 Partition Size [GP_SIZE_MULT_1]: 0x00000b 
i.e. 90112 KiB 
Max Enhanced Area Size [MAX_ENH_SIZE_MULT]: 0x0000ea 
i.e. 3833856 KiB 
 
Note: Please use -n, just check and set the eMMCregister, if it is not the last gpto create 
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Create gp1 
mmc gp create -y 524288  1  1 0 /dev/mmcblk3 
Enhanced GP1 Partition Size [GP_SIZE_MULT_1]: 0x000040 
i.e. 524288 KiB 
Max Enhanced Area Size [MAX_ENH_SIZE_MULT]: 0x0000ea 
i.e. 3833856 KiB 
 
NOTE!  This is a one-time programmable (unreversible) change, Needs power cycle 

 Using the GP partition: 
ls /dev/mmcblk0* 
mmcblk0       mmcblk0boot0  mmcblk0boot1  mmcblk0gp0 mmcblk0gp1 mmcblk3rpmb 
fdisk-l 
Disk /dev/mmcblk3: 6GiB, 6476005376 bytes, 12648448 sectors 
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
Disk /dev/mmcblk3gp1: 88 MiB, 92274688 bytes, 180224 sectors 
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
Disk /dev/mmcblk3gp0: 512 MiB, 536870912 bytes, 1048576 sectors 
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
 
Note: eMMCspends about 2G to get the enhanced88MiB + 512MiB = 600MiBThe total volume to 
about 6.6G from about 8G. 

 
fdisk/dev/mmcblk3gp0 
Command (m for help): p 
Disk /dev/mmcblk3gp0: 512 MiB, 536870912 bytes, 1048576 sectors 
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
Disklabeltype: dos 
Disk identifier: 0xd0d48a7b 
Device            Boot  Start     End Sectors  Size Id Type 
/dev/mmcblk3gp0p1        2048  264191  262144  128M  c W95 FAT32 (LBA) 
/dev/mmcblk3gp0p2      264192 1048575  784384  383M 83 Linux 
mkfs.vfat-F 32   /dev/mmcblk3gp0p1 

mkfs.ext3            /dev/mmcblk3gp0p2 
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4 eMMC RPMB partition feature test 

4.1 eMMC RPMB partition feature 

RPMB (Replay Protected Memory Block) Partition is a partition with security features in eMMC. 
When eMMC writes data to RPMB, it will verify the validity of the data. Only the specified Host can write 
it. At the same time, when reading data, it also provides a signature mechanism to ensure that the data read 
by the Host is the internal data of RPMB, and Not the data forged by the attacker. In practical applications, 
RPMB is usually used to store some data that needs to prevent illegal tampering, such as the public key 
and serial number related to fingerprint payment on the mobile phone. RPMB can authenticate write 
operations, but reading does not require authentication, and anyone can perform read operations, so data 
stored in RPMB is usually encrypted before being stored.  

 Capacity  

The size of the two RPMB Partitions is determined by the BOOT_SIZE_MULT Field of the Extended 
CSD register. The calculation formula of the size is as follows: Size = 128Kbytes x BOOT_SIZE_MULT 
In general, the size of the Boot Area Partition is a multiple of 128KB, and the default in EMMC is 4 MB, 
that is, RPMB_SIZE_MULT For 32, some chip manufacturers will provide the function of rewriting 
RPMB_SIZE_MULT to change the capacity of RPMB Partition. RPMB_SIZE_MULT can be up to 128, 
that is, the maximum size of Boot Area Partition can be 128 x 128 KB = 16384 KB = 16 MB.  

 Replay Protect principle  

For products using eMMC, a unique 256-bit Secure Key will be produced for each product during 
production, and programmed into the OTP area of eMMC (an area that can only be programmed once), 
while the Host is in the secure area ( For example: TEE) will also retain the Secure Key. Inside the eMMC, 
there is also an RPMB Write Counter. The Write Counter is automatically incremented by one each time 
RPMB performs a valid write operation. Through the application of Secure Key and Write Counter, 
RMPB can realize Replay Protect of data read and write.  

 RPMB data read The process of RPMB data reading is as follows:  

1. The Host initiates a request to read RPMB to eMMC, and generates a random number of 16 bytes 
and sends it to eMMC.  

2. The eMMC reads the requested data from the RPMB, and uses the Secure Key to calculate the 
signature after splicing the read data and the received random number through the HMAC SHA-256 
algorithm. Then, eMMC sends the read data, the received random number, and the calculated signature to 
the Host.  

3. After the Host receives the data, random number and signature of RPMB, it first compares whether 
the random number is consistent with the one sent by itself. If it is consistent, then use the same Secure 
Key to combine the data and random number through the HMAC SHA-256 algorithm. Signature, if the 
signature is consistent with the signature sent by eMMC, then it can be determined that the data is the 
correct data read from RPMB, not the data forged by the attacker. Through the above reading process, it 
can be ensured that the Host can correctly read the RPMB data. 
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Through the above reading process, it can be ensured that the Host can correctly read the RPMB data. 

 

RPMB data writing, the process of RPMB data writing is as follows:  

1. Host reads the Write Counter of RPMB according to the above process of reading data (use the 
Write Counter to identify the validity of the data).  

2. The Host splices the data to be written and the Write Counter together, calculates the signature, and 
then sends the data, the Write Counter and the signature to eMMC. 

 3. After the eMMC receives the data, it first compares whether the Write Counter is the same as the 
current value. If it is the same, then the combination of the data and the Write Counter is signed, and then 
compared with the signature sent by the Host. If the signatures are the same, the authentication is passed. , 
write data to RPMB. 
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Through the above writing process, it can be guaranteed that RPMB will not be illegally tampered 
with. 

4.2 eMMC RPMB partition feature test 

 RPMB partition boot information: 

dmesg |grep rpmb 

[    2.165754] mmcblk0rpmb: mmc0:0001 S0J57X partition 3 4.00 MiB, chardev (243:0) 

 Device node: 

ls /dev/mmc* 

/dev/mmcblk0rpmb 

 mmc utils’ help information： 

./mmc rpmb --help 

Usage: 

        mmc rpmb write-key <rpmb device> <key file> 
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                Program authentication key which is 32 bytes length and stored 

                in the specified file. Also you can specify '-' instead of 

                key file path to read the key from stdin. 

                NOTE!  This is a one-time programmable (unreversible) change. 

                Example: 

                  $ echo -n AAAABBBBCCCCDDDDEEEEFFFFGGGGHHHH | \ 

                    mmc rpmb write-key /dev/mmcblk0rpmb - 

        mmc rpmb read-counter <rpmb device> 

                Counter value for the <rpmb device> will be read to stdout. 

        mmc rpmb read-block <rpmb device> <address> <blocks count> <output file> [key file] 

                Blocks of 256 bytes will be read from <rpmb device> to output 

                file or stdout if '-' is specified. If key is specified - read 

                data will be verified. Instead of regular path you can specify 

                '-' to read key from stdin. 

                Example: 

                  $ echo -n AAAABBBBCCCCDDDDEEEEFFFFGGGGHHHH | \ 

                    mmc rpmb read-block /dev/mmcblk0rpmb 0x02 2 /tmp/block - 

                or read two blocks without verification 

                  $ mmc rpmb read-block /dev/mmcblk0rpmb 0x02 2 /tmp/block 

        mmc rpmb write-block <rpmb device> <address> <256 byte data file> <key file> 

                Block of 256 bytes will be written from data file to 

                <rpmb device>. Also you can specify '-' instead of key 

                file path or data file to read the data from stdin. 

                Example: 

                  $ (awk 'BEGIN {while (c++<256) printf "a"}' | \ 

                    echo -n AAAABBBBCCCCDDDDEEEEFFFFGGGGHHHH) | \ 

                    mmc rpmb write-block /dev/mmcblk0rpmb 0x02 - - 

 Create an encrypted password: 

echo 'Authkeymustbe32byteslength_0000' > keyfile.txt 

root@s32g274ardb2:/home# ls -l 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root     32 Mar  9 13:40 keyfile.txt 

 Burn the password (note that this is a one-time programming for each piece of eMMC, it cannot be 
changed after burning, and it needs to be restarted after burning): 

./mmc rpmb write-key /dev/mmcblk0rpmb keyfile.txt 
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reboot 

 Write data to RPMB using password: 

echo 
'256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.2
56bytedattafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.2
56bytedatafile' > data.txt // Generate a 256 byte data file 

root@s32g274ardb2:/home# ls -l 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root    256 Mar  9 13:32 data.txt 

      Then write the file encrypted to rpmb: 

       ./mmc rpmb write-block /dev/mmcblk0rpmb 0 data.txt keyfile.txt 

 If the password is wrong, the write fails 

echo 'Authkeymustbe32byteslength_1111' > Wrongkeyfile.txt 

root@s32g274ardb2:/home# ./mmc rpmb write-block /dev/mmcblk0rpmb 0 data.txt Wrongkeyfile.txt 

RPMB operation failed, retcode 0x0002 

 Use password to read data from RPMB: 

./mmc rpmb read-block /dev/mmcblk0rpmb 0 1 out.txt keyfile.txt 

root@s32g274ardb2:/home# ls -l 

-rw------- 1 root root    256 Mar  9 13:38 out.txt 

root@s32g274ardb2:/home# cat out.txt 

256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.2
56bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.256bytedatafile.25
6bytedatafile.256bytedatafile 

 If the wrong password is used, the readout fails: 

./mmc rpmb read-block /dev/mmcblk0rpmb 0 1 out.txt Wrongkeyfile.txt 

RPMB MAC missmatch 

 



 

 
 
 

 


